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In 1981, Vangelis wrote the score for the film Chariots of Fire, set at the 1924 Summer Olympics. The choice
of music was unorthodox as most period films featured traditional orchestral scores, whereas Vangelis' music
was modern and synthesizer-heavy.
Vangelis - Wikipedia
Tracks 2, 3, 7, 11, 13 and 16 are previously released Vangelis tracks, in a new interpretation. Track 12 is
completely new, contrary to some publications.
Elsewhere: Latest news updates - Vangelis
ina.fr is an amazing French initiative that has been digitizing and storing huge archives of old French
television broadcasts. Vangelis enthusiasts may remember them because of their Discorama DVD release,
as well as their site selling the Vangelis scored "Sex Power" (1970) movie for online viewing.
Elsewhere: Earlier news updates: 2004 / 2007 - Vangelis
Relayer is the seventh studio album from the English progressive rock band Yes, released in November 1974
by Atlantic Records. After keyboardist Rick Wakeman left the group in May 1974 over disagreements with the
band's direction, Yes entered rehearsals as four-piece at bassist Chris Squire's home in Virginia Water,
Surrey.
Relayer - Wikipedia
El Greco (1541 Kreeta â€“ 7. aprill 1614 Toledo) oli Hispaania renessansiajastu maalikunstnik, skulptor ja
arhitekt. Teda tunti hÃ¼Ã¼dnime "El Greco" ('kreeklane') jÃ¤rgi, mis viitas tema Kreeka pÃ¤ritolule.
El Greco - Vikipeedia, vaba entsÃ¼klopeedia
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Split Croatia is the largest town in Dalmatia and second largest in all Croatia (after Zagreb). A typical
Mediterranean city, Split has a small town vibe, lots of murmur and easy-going locals (Did you know that in
Dalmatia locals use a word pomalo (take it easy) as a greeting?).
Split Croatia: A Complete Travel Guide | Explore Croatia
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